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UX/UI expert &
award winning app
producer, practicing
a user-centered
approach to digital
product design.
Selected Work
Working on my own app business alongside
established brands and startups in creative and
technology industries, I bring the design & user
experience of digital ideas to life.


Pennies

Role

The Project

Design, iOS
Development, Marketing,
Customer Service

I founded Pennies in the spring of 2014 with one goal in mind -

Client

Approach

Super Useful

Through extensive market research of competitor apps design

UX, UI, App

to make tracking everyday expendable income a fun, easy and
a financially beneficial part of day-to-day life.

and functionality, combined with analysis of feedback and
Project

reviews from their customers, I defined the key pillars of

link

Pennies functionality that would set it apart from its piers.
These pillars would be simplicity, speed and boldly answering
the question - how much money do I have to spend today?

www.getpennies.com

Process
After 10 months of intense design and development, Pennies
launched on iPhone in Autumn 2014 to coincide with the
release of iOS8. Its initial feature set was intentionally stripped
back, and over the coming years features were carefully
added with the aid of qualitative and quantitative research,
feedback and consultation with customers, Beta test groups
and working with Apple directly. 


Even after years of evolution, the feature set and design of
Pennies is still on the face of it very minimal. However, despite
the simplicity of its interface, Pennies provides complex and
powerful functionality around budget types, budget creation
and management, dates and synchronisation. These features
continue to set it apart from its competitors, giving genuine
utility whilst maintaining an intuitive, fast and fun experience
for every user.


As a true ‘indie app’, I have headed up all aspects of the
Pennies production including UX, design, development,
marketing and customer support.

Result
Having inititally launched just on the iPhone, Pennies is now
also available on Watch, iPad and

Mac worldwide in 18

different languages. 


With almost 1 million downloads over its lifetime, Pennies has
become the backbone of my indie app business Super Useful,

Choice’ app in multiple countries, and has
garnered coverage from top tech press including Gizmodo,
Wired and TechCrunch, MacRumors, Lifehacker and Time.
is an Apple ‘Editors
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GBA

Role

The Project

UX, UI, Service

Design, Web

Guilty By Association (GBA) is a hybrid physical and online art

Design, Shopify

space that champions under-represented artists from around
the world through a blend of traditional online commerce,
curated editorial ‘drops’ and physical exhibitions in their

Client

Brooklyn,

Guilty By Association (GBA)

ew York gallery. 



I was brought in during their founding months as a UX, UI and
Product

Project

N

Design consultant to help design the e-commerce site

and define the selling infrastructure for their new business.

Link

www.gba.family

Approach
Having worked in the industry for 15 years, I am seasoned at
collaborating with founders and helping them to understand
and define their products. This was no different with

GBA,

where I had the delicate challenge of balancing cutting edge
design and editorial content with the traditional and proven UX
paradigms that convert to successful e-commerce.

Process
Before any design took place, I worked with

GBA running a

series of workshops around the goals of the business. After
each workshop I created user journeys and technical flowcharts to help the founders work through and understand the
UX and technical requirements of their vision.


Once we had a clear technical roadmap laid out, I set to work
on the design of the website itself, creating mood boards,
wireframes, and

5

initial design routes with reviews at every

stage. This process culminated in a final design route that
takes strong cues from editorial gallery and museum posters,
becoming progressively more traditional in terms of ecommerce as the user gets closer to product and conversion
pages. 


The final designs and specifications were then built out by
myself on the Shopify e-commerce platform over a six week
period.

Result
The initial technical workshops with

GBA greatly helped them

to understand the way forward in their business. A specific
example is the marketplace vs drop-shipper model they are
gearing towards, and revealing for them the differences and
implications of either approach. 


Similarly, workshopping the design in conjunction with
technical exploration was essential to crafting a successful
website in terms of both creativity and sales conversion.



GBA website launched in April 2022 to extensive coverage
in Architectural Digest, Hypebeast, It’s Nice That and Fast
Company.
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Magpie

Role

The Project

UX, UI, App

Design, Marketing,

Do you take photos of things you want to remember and

Customer Service

always forget about them, ending up forever buried in your
photo library? Another of my Super Useful apps designed and
run by myself,

Client

Magpie was conceived to solve this very simple

but ever-present problem.



Super Useful

The idea of visual bookmarking is not new, however there was
no product doing it in quite the way I envisaged with

Project

Magpie.

Combining multiple photos with notes, links and location into

Link

rich visual bookmarks, stored in searchable, shareable,
collaborative lists.

www.getmagpie.app
Approach
Taking Pinterest, Apple

N

otes and camera apps as my

benchmark, I started proactively seeking qualitative customer
insights around what people loved, and didn’t love about these
apps. 


As an advocate of user-centred design principles,

Magpie

offered a fantastic opportunity to take the best aspects of
these existing cataloguing apps and combine them into a
genuinely useful tool.

Process
Intuitive interfaces are the backbone of my approach to work.
With

Magpie, the focus would always be on the content the

user was storing, therefore the interface had to be as pared
back as possible. 


With the first touch point always being around photos, a lot of
time was taken to design a custom image capture interface,
allowing multiple images to be captured in one session, and
quickly grouped together into a bookmark item with one
action.


I also developed an innovative purchase flow based on
feedback from customers in my working group. In an effort to
alleviate users anxiety of auto-converting subscription trials, I
looked closely at Apple’s guidelines around offering free-trials
for paid apps in an effort to find a more democratic approach. 


The mechanic I developed provides a no-commitment free trial
of both the lifetime-paid app and the subscription version, a
model not seen elsewhere.

Result
Magpie launched in early 2020 with significant global features
in the App Store, alongside coverage in tech press including
Tech

Radar, Wired, Engadget and T3. 



Through extensive A/B testing of the language and content
around my no-commitment purchase model, I generated a

3 0%

increase in app revenue over the standard auto-converting
free trial method used originally in the app.
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Sparkjar

Role

The Project

UX, UI

Sparkjar is an iPad based realtime teaching platform for
primary and secondary schools. With digital learning becoming
more commonplace and ‘iPad only’ schools, Sparkjar aims to

Client

be the modern workspace for teachers and students, reducing
time consuming tasks, promoting creativity and delivering an

Sparkjar

Project

/ Touch Fantastic

outstanding learning experience.


I collaborated with Sparkjar’s founder, developers and

Link

marketing team over a five year period, alternating between
full-time sprints and regular part time consultancy working as

(not publically available)

their UX and UI lead.

Approach
Sparkjar had to perform in a highly subjective environment.
Teaching takes on many styles and approaches, with a wide
range of product requirements depending on the school,
teacher and age of pupils. 


Working directly with students and teachers to build user
personas was key to the success of the platform, and was
integral to our long term approach as a product team.

Process
Sparkar was a complex project; the backend system is based

MMO realtime gaming engine, meaning data syncs

on an

instantaneously between devices and users. This created some
very challenging UI problems to solve, where data congruence
had to lead design in order to avoid edge cases and errors.

My

experience developing web and mobile apps means I am able
to design with technical requirements in mind, and work
directly with developers to do so.


To facilitate building accurate user personas and subsequent
product features I would design, we setup a working group
with key teachers. We’d meet once a month to get feedback
on features and their needs for the future. We also performed
student surveys every term to gather data on how they felt
about the product, feature requests and complaints. 


In terms of quantitive data we built in analytics into both the
UI and backend to measure real-life usage patterns of the app. 


These insights were extremely important to my understanding
of users behaviours, needs, and attitudes to the features I was
designing and had an important influence on my work on
Sparkjar.

Result
The Ed-Tech industry is notoriously difficult to break into. Once
a school has signed up to using a product they generally stick
with it for many years.

Despite this hurdle, Sparkjar continues

to find new schools to work with, starting as small pilot
schemes before being rolled out across the whole school.  



Quantitive improvements in the school’s performance using
Sparkjar also correlated with upwards trending satisfaction
scores from students, teachers and parents alike.
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My Core Skills
My extensive skillset bridges research, UX and
design and developement, enabling me to deliver
elegant and effective solutions that hold up in real
world use.


Tools
igma


F

Adobe XD 


Adobe AfterEffects


Principle


Zeplin

VS Code

XCode

HTML/CSS/JavaScript

API's

Github

Research

Design & Implementaion

User Personas


UI

Design


User Flows


Wireframing 


Service

Design 

Customer Journeys


Build Specifications


Product Brainstorming


E-commerce (Shopify)


Information Architecture


Data Analysis

A/B Testing

Where you’ve seen my

Prototyping


Microsites


work

Many of the higher profile projects I have worked on
have been featured in the press at some point. 



My apps have been featured heavily by Apple
globally over the past two years on TV adverts and
in the App Store.

Clients I’ve Worked With
Over the years I have had the honour to work with
some amazing clients, from lean startups to global
brands and everything in between.


Through my passion and deep experience with UI,
UX and design, I’ve helped my clients to build world
class products that change their customers and
users lives for the better.

Thanks
Thanks for taking the time to look through my work.
If you’re interested in bringing me in to work with
you on your digital product, please get in touch.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Email

Call

Connect

emile@emilebennett.com

+44(0)7782 273 994

linkedin.com/emilebennett

